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CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS AND REGISTRATION 

The Mexican Society of Urogenital Sciences A.C. invites you to participate in the proposal of clinical/scientific 

works within the framework of the 3rd National Congress of Urogenital Sciences, which will be held from 

October 12th to 14th, 2022, in a hybrid format, in the city of Tlaxcala, Mexico. 

PROPOSAL MODALITIES 

a. Symposia 

The topics for symposium proposals are free but focused on the urogenital sciences, must have a duration of 
2 hours, have 3-4 speakers (including the organizer) being at least one of them a member of the SMCU. The 
proposals should be sent by the organizer to the email smcucongreso@gmail.com, accompanied by a 
summary indicating the title, name of the speakers and title of the presentation by each participant, as well 
as a brief review of the proposed symposium. The proposals will be evaluated by the Scientific Committee, 
which will send a notification of approval. If it is accepted, the corresponding abstracts will be requested from 
each participant. 
The deadline for submitting proposals for symposium is July 16th, 2023. 
 

b. Basic or clinical research, both oral and poster presentations 

Abstracts for oral or poster presentations must be in the research area of urogenital sciences and written in 

English or Spanish. Some topics are:  

  Pelvic Floor, Sexual Physiology  Reproduction 

  Micturition     Behavior 

  Reproductive Organs   Neurourology 

  Nerve Regeneration   Upper Urinary Tract 

  Urinary incontinence 

 

Abstracts should be sent to the email: smcucongreso@gmail.com 

Authors, whose papers are accepted in an oral session, will be allocated 10 minutes for their presentation. 

The date and time of your participation will be informed with opportunity.  

The deadline for receipt of abstracts is August 16, 2023. 

 

Full program can be accessed on the website https://www.smcurogenital.org 

Information about abstract format  

1. Should report original research, with proper writing and spelling. Papers must not have been presented 
at other conferences or be published.  

2. Language. Text must be written in either Spanish or English. 
3. Typography and format: Arial font of 11 points, single space, with space between sections.  
4. Margins: upper 2.54 cm, lower 2.54 cm, right 2.54 and left 3.8 cm, with justified alignment of the 

paragraphs.  

5. Length. A minimum of 200 and a maximum of 300 words, excluding the title, authors, affiliations, and 
source of funding. A figure or table can be included, each element will count as 40 words. The figure 
legend should be concise to describe the figure, use Arial 10 font.  
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6. Authors. All authors of the work must be aware of submission and have reviewed the abstract.  
7. The Scientific Committee of the meeting reserves the right to withdraw any abstract that does not meet 

the requirements described above.  
 

Specific sections: 

The title and name of the sections (background and objectives, methods, results, and conclusions) should be 

highlighted in bold. 

 

Title. Should describe the content of the presented work, without abbreviations. The length should not be 

excessive or fully written in capital letters.  

Authors. Place the name of the authors, starting with the main author, who will also be responsible for 

presenting the work. Place the first name followed by the surnames. Place superscript numbering to indicate 

the institutions of affiliation. Indicate with an asterisk the SMCU associate who endorses the work. After each 

author indicate corresponding affiliation(s).  

Affiliations. Each affiliation must be preceded by the corresponding superscript number and include 

Department, Faculty or Research Center, Institution, City, State and Country.  

Introduction and objectives.  Briefly describe the background that supports the hypothesis to be tested. 

Define the hypothesis and objectives.  

Methods. Describe the experimental design, techniques and statistical analysis used.  Also indicate the use of 

laboratory animals according to bioethics guidelines.  In case of Clinical Research, the approval of the project 

by the Institutional Committee or the corresponding board.  

Results.  Accurately and concisely describe outstanding results.  

Conclusions.  Describe the interpretation of the data presented with respect to the hypothesis defined in the 

Introduction. Discuss data in a general context and perspectives. Be careful to consider support for the 

hypothesis only if the results are statistically significant, p<0.05. 

Source of financing.  Include the support obtained for the execution of the Project from which the data 

presented emerge. Indicate the number of project and institution, also the scholarship number of 

participating students.  

 

Looking forward to welcoming you to Tlaxcala! 
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